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HALF-A-CENTURY LONG TRADITION
  

The half-a-century long tradition, created by the hard work, knowledge and innovations of all the
members of the distinguished Vukadinovic family from Mladenovac, has resulted in the fact that
today, 52 years after its foundation, “PILE PRODUKT” is the most famous and successful
supplier of high quality day-old chicks in the wider region of Sumadija. Although “PILE
PRODUKT” company was not legally established before 1991, chicken raising has been a
tradition in this family for decades, as proved by the story of the beginnings and the rise of this
family firm.

      

Way back in 1958 the head of the family and the founder of “PILE PRODUKT”, Vukadin
Vukadinovic, designed and made the first manual egg incubator, wired it up and managed to
raise 200 laying hens and to use their eggs to raise chicks without a broody hen. At that time,
when private initiative and entrepreneurship required a lot of courage and skill, this event
echoed like a first-rate sensation.
In a few years the number of egg incubators and their capacity grew, and having captured the
market of Serbia proper, “PILE PRODUKT” now possesses 3 farms, one with a capacity of
25,000 laying hens, as well as a farm for chicken raising with the same capacity, while the
company’s main products – FERTILE EGGS and DAY-OLD CHICKS are sold on the entire
Serbian market to an identified buyer, and recently they started to be exported into the
enormous Egyptian market as well.
Half a century after its foundation “PILE PRODUKT” employs 40 workers and is one of the most
successful family businesses in this part of Serbia. It is run by the economist Dragica
Vukadinovic. Together with all the members of the Vukadinovic family she follows the trail
blazed by her father Vukadin, thus continuing the good husbandry tradition of her ancestors.
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